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REPORTS

Foresight A creative Idea for an  
annual report that highlighted not only 
the creative work being done but the 
importance of future thinking. I worked 
closely with copywriters, creating an 
idea that plays on words beginning  
in fore and leads the reader through  
the document. 

Foresight

Foresight Annual Report 2008

Foresight Foresight

Shaping the world into 
somewhere we want to live 
means being aware of the 
future – however uncertain  
it may be. It means building 
up a clear picture of what 
might be around the corner.

1

The Foresight programme 
brings together key people, 
knowledge and ideas. We are 
recognised as world leaders 
in our field.

ForesightForefront

54

Our aim is to discover 
trends within society and 
technology. Our projects 
aim to build a thorough 
understanding and analysis  
of a subject, and an 
awareness of how the  
future might develop.

ForesightForethought

98

Foresight

Future projects

Current projects

Horizon scanning  
centre

Ortin henit

Eros alit amcom  
mo dolendi

Uptat lumsan  
hendreet

Raese quametue  
dignit iliquam  
verciduisit
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Foretaste
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ForesightForecast

We can’t predict the future, 
but our research can help 
us to identify potential 
scientific and technological 
risks, opportunities – and 
actions to help realise  
those opportunities.
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Creativity with insight, born from collaboration.
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RCPO Branding and implementation. 
The challenge was to create a brand 
that represented the client as being 
firm but fair.

Revenue and Customs Prosecutions Office Discovery Booklet   April 2005

Image/personality

If RCPO were an animal... there was
agreement on the need to appear
robust to combat the ‘victimless
crime’ tag, so... Shark

Rottweiler

Anaconda

Dragon

Lion

Bear

Cat

Stag

Seal

Images of: 

Aggression
Strength

But balanced by:

Stealth
Wisdomif...
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exampLe 1

stationery
Electronic Word templates 
have been produced for use 
with pre-printed stationery.

you can find the electronic 
templates on the shared drive.

The success of the brand work lead 
to additional work on promotional 
material and annual reports, over 
the following years.
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REPORTS

Assets Recovery Agency  A design 
for the annual report, based upon  
evidence bags, highlighting the  
range of items the client seized.  
As a result of this design we were 
asked to produce the report for the 
next year. The design follows on from 
the previous year, using Polaroids of 
seized, frozen and sold assets instead 
of evidence bags.
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ANNUAL REPORT 2004/05 
BUSINESS PLAN 2005/06

Assets Recovery
Agency

FILE No

03

CASE OBJECTIVE

MAKING SURE CRIME 
DOES NOT PAY

CASE REF

AGENCY OBJECTIVES
REMIT AND AIMS
The ARA has three strategic aims:
1. to disrupt organised criminal enterprises through the recovery of criminal assets, thereby

alleviating the effects of crime on communities;

2. to promote the use of financial investigation as an integral part of criminal investigation,
within and outside the Agency, domestically and internationally, through training and
continuing professional development; and

3. to operate the Agency in accordance with its vision and values.

In establishing the Agency in 2003, we worked with our staff to establish a clear social
purpose for our work. This is encapsulated in our vision and values statement.
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VISIONS AND VALUES
If we are to achieve our challenging targets, we need to live by a set of common
values.  

We are all committed to:

• working together to deliver results and celebrate success;

• always acting with high standards of integrity, honesty and professionalism;

• continuously improving the quality of our work, through innovation and managed
risk taking;

• supporting learning and skill development to help us do our jobs better; and

• promoting diversity and valuing the contribution of everyone through our work
with colleagues and partners.

Agency objectives

FILE No

01

CASE OBJECTIVE

CASE REF

12 13

Assets Recovery Agency    Annual Report 2004/05    Business Plan 2005/06

Where a risk of dissipation is identified while the investigations are still going forward, ARA
may seek an Interim Receiving Order at the High Court, which freezes the identified property
and gives the interim receiver, an independent officer of the Court, additional investigative
powers to determine whether the property in the Order is recoverable or associated
property and whether there is additional recoverable property arising from the same unlawful
conduct. The interim receiver has a duty to report back to the Court what recoverable
property exists that could be made the subject of a civil Recovery Order in due course.

CIVIL CASE STUDY
Joseph Hopewell obtained a house by mortgage fraud and deception. The house was
repossessed by the lender, resulting in around £50,000 equity being placed in a solicitor’s
client account. Half of that sum was claimed by the FSA to go to victims of Mr Hopewell’s
company fraud for which he was convicted, but the FSA was unable to claim the share
which was registered in his wife’s name (Jannat Hopewell). ARA obtained an agreed
settlement from Mrs Hopewell in August 2004 for her half-share of the equity.

CIVIL CASE STUDY
£2.2 million assets (cash and other property) seized by HMCE in 1992 was referred to
ARA. The money was put into an interest-bearing account, growing to over £3.6 million.
Two convicted drug traffickers, Curtis Warren and Brian Charrington, each laid claim to
the money but ARA asserted that it belonged to a third party, Mario Halley. The High
Court accepted that the cash represented Mr Halley’s part of the proceeds of a drugs
importation of 500kg of cocaine in 1991, of which Curtis Warren was the mastermind
(albeit he had been acquitted at his trial) and granted a civil Recovery Order to the
Agency in October 2004.

Assets Recovery Agency    Annual Report 2004/05    Business Plan 2005/06

5 A copy of the Home
Secretary’s most recent
Guidance can be found 
on the Agency’s website at
www.assetsrecovery.gov.uk

6 This is except where the
Interim Receiving Order has
already been obtained, in
which case that Order may
continue throughout any
subsequent litigation.

Although the number of referrals has reduced from about 120 in 2003/04 to about 100 in
2004/05, the number of rejected cases also dropped significantly from just over 50 (a
40 per cent rejection rate) to less then 20 (a 15 per cent rejection rate) as a result of the close
working relationship with LEAs and the refinement and improvement of our referral process. 

This has resulted in substantial savings in the time previously spent investigating referrals
that were eventually not suitable for adoption. It has also resulted in an improved
understanding by the referring LEAs of the type of case the Agency is able to investigate
and the evidence they are required to produce in a referral. Of the cases that were
rejected or withdrawn, it is not simply because the referral criteria were not met; the
underlying reasons for rejection can also include fresh evidence of criminality being found
(thus enabling the LEA to reopen the criminal case and pursue further criminal investigation
with a view to prosecution and confiscation), or because our investigation identified the
source of assets to be legitimate. 

Recent changes in the Home Secretary’s Guidance to the Director may further increase the
number of cases able to be accepted by the Agency,5 as we now have the ability to
conduct civil recovery investigations in parallel with criminal proceedings. Criminal
proceedings will continue to take priority.

When ARA is ready to lodge proceedings for a civil recovery order at the High Court, it
considers whether there is a risk of dissipation of the assets which the Agency contends to
be recoverable property. If there is such a risk, then ARA will apply for a Freezing Order, or
its equivalent, at the same time as it lodges its claim form and evidence in support of it,
pursuant to Part 8 of the Civil Procedure Rules.6 Freezing Orders – or Mareva Injunctions in
NI – are sometimes used where there is immoveable property, as these orders offer a
more cost-effective means of restraint.

CIVIL CASE STUDY
Stephen Warnock was a leading member of a Loyalist terrorist group, the Loyalist
Volunteer Force. In September 2002 Mr Warnock was shot dead while sitting in his car
near a school in County Down. It was believed that this was part of an internal feud
within Loyalist terrorist groups in relation to drug dealing. In 2003 the Police Service of
Northern Ireland (PSNI) referred the case to ARA, which began a civil recovery
investigation. This identified substantial assets held within Mr Warnock’s estate. In March
2005, the Agency was granted a Recovery Order in respect of around £200,000 of assets.
A further part of ARA’s action in relation to Mr Warnock’s former family home continues. 

APRIL 2003 > ARA
awarded first Interim
Receiving Order in
England and Wales in
the case of Satnam
Singh in respect of
property then valued
at over £300,000, the
proceeds of excise
evasion

MAY 2003 > ARA
awarded its first
Freezing Order in
England and Wales
against property then
valued at £1.8 million,
the proceeds of drug
trafficking and money
laundering

“Just wanted to drop you both an e-mail 
to say thank you for all the work that you 
have done for us on the annual report, 
business plan and summary document.”
David B. Frank, Policy Executive, ARA

FROZEN

Assets
recovery
Agency
AnnuAl RepoRt 2005/06 

SOLD

MAking suRe cRiMe does not pAy

IntroductIon
I am delighted to present this summary of the third year of 
the Assets recovery Agency’s (ArA’s) operation.

the Proceeds of crime Act (PocA) 2002 has provided  
ArA with unique powers since 24 February 2003. over the 
past three years, we have made huge progress in developing 
an organisation best placed to help reduce crime through 
asset recovery, and by training and accrediting  
financial investigators.

2005/06 has seen us freeze a total of £85.7 million using our 
criminal, civil and tax powers – £49.8 million frozen using 
our civil and tax powers and £35.9 million frozen using our 
criminal powers.

We also have a key role in building capacity for financial 
investigation across law enforcement. our Financial 
Investigation centre of Excellence has continued to exceed 
its targets both domestically and internationally. At 31 March 
2006, a total of 2,745 active financial investigators were 
accredited by the centre of Excellence.

FROZEN

£0.95m
£14.4m

£3.65m

£0.55m£6.95m
£1.4m

£3.5m

£1.8m

£1.4m

£4.6m

£14.2m

Assets under restrAint
this map shows the estimated value 
of assets restrained by the Agency in 
2005/06 based on the region that 
referred the case to us. referrals 
from HM revenue and customs, the 
department for Work and Pensions 
and the national crime Squad (part of 
the Serious organised crime Agency 
from 1 April 2006) are referred to us 
through a single point of contact so 
are not disaggregated by region.

From the regions £53.4m
From national agencies £32.3m

total £85.7m

ovEr £85m  
In tHE PIPElInE

1

15%
During 2005-06 we 

exceeded our targets 
of the number of cases 
under investigation by

Our Aims
The Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 is part of the Government’s 
strategy to ensure that crime does not pay. POCA disrupts 
organised criminals by seizing the money that motivates 
them and supports their activities. POCA strengthens the 
law on cash seizures, money laundering, investigation powers, 
and restraint and confiscation procedures. The setting up of 
ArA was a key part of the legislation and its goals.

The Agency has three strategic aims:

To disrupt organised criminal enterprises through the 
recovery of criminal assets and so reduce the effects  
of crime on communities.

To promote the use of financial investigation as a key part 
of criminal investigation, within and outside the Agency, 
domestically and internationally, through training and 
continuing professional development.

To operate the Agency in accordance with its  
vision and values.

•

•

•

At 31 March 
2006, a total 

of 2,745 active 
financial 

investigators were accredited by 
the Centre of Excellence.

2,745
Our successes have been due to the high quality of staff 
we employ. Their skills, commitment, professionalism and 
dedication to playing their part in reducing crime have  
been inspirational.  

We have also had great co-operation and support from 
other stakeholders. Other parts of the law enforcement 
world have given us advice, guidance and staff. Government 
departments and the private sector have also supported  
us well. 

We recognise the importance of maintaining excellent 
working relations with our current stakeholders and building 
new relationships with other organisations involved in asset 
recovery, both at home and abroad, and we will continue to 
develop them.

Over the last three years, we have learnt a great deal  
about how to investigate and aggressively litigate using 
POCA. Because of its proper legal safeguards, our cases  
take approximately three years to complete. so, we are  

just starting to conclude some of our first cases.  
Our commitment to tackling the task ahead 

remains unshaken. We are proud of 
what we have achieved 
over the last three years, 

and we will continue to 
build and strive to achieve 

our core mission of making 
sure crime doesn’t pay.

 

Jane Earl
Director, Assets  
recovery AgencySOLD
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PROMOTION

HM Government What started 
out as a simple policy brochure 
turned into a series, based on 
the same simple graphic format. 
Produced by working closely 
with an editor and policy  
people to distil complicated 
information into small bite  
sized chunks.

Working  
  together for a stronger 
NHS

Ehenis reptatis iusandit et autet, 
omnihit quidit adio entus millene 
mperatur sam de con rero optas 
solo cullendio. Nequo volum corrovi 
ducipsum etur, que nihicatius.

Nem voluptatium, sum as dus commo 
quostem harchicit voluptat es plabo. 
Nam dolore volendest assimpos 
et et a desequam dolest et litatio 
nestiae proviti scipsanis eum as et 
es sum iurerspedi sumque exped 

Public service pensions will remain 
among the very best available.  
We will honour in full what public 
servants have already earned.

Ut voluptaquam cum aborestibus 
dolessi ut qui bla comnihicae cum 
ipsum que exero mollacc umquisto 
dolenit atempor eremperrum quia 
solorio que porum facesti ssequatur 
simoluptatia corum nimet fugiamus 
digendis et et hicaest.

Idebit et eaqui conem sum que 
nonsequ amendanda quam fugia 
seceperum vel idi vero tem evenimp 
oratendae poratus et aut voles por 
lam que coruptia cum.

A pension that’s among  
the very best…

In 2008-09, pensions cost 
£32bn - an increase of 
one third, in real terms, 
over the last decade.

The average 60-year old is living 
ten years longer now than they 
did in the 70s.

Source: xxxx Source: xxxx 32

Opening public services

Making public services better: 
giving individuals and communities 
more choice and control 

Let’s choose growth
Why we need reform to  

unlock Europe’s potential 

A fairer future
Changing public sector pensions  

to provide a better deal for all

31%
18%

20151980

100US

European
1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 200 2005 2010
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67 69
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82 78
74 72
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53
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2009

6.5%

3%
2.8%

2%
1.7%

Emerging and developing

US

Advanced

Europe
Eurozone

6.5%

3%
2.8%

2%
1.7%

Emerging and developing

US
Advanced

Europe
Eurozone

US China China China
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Brazil Brazil Germany Mexico
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A brochure that turned into  
a corporate style.
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PROMOTION

LSC Award brochure. The design of  
the brochure allowed the creativity  
of the buildings to shine through.  
The brochure won high praise from  
the client and Dame Sandra –  
Chair of judges and the LSCs  
Capital committee. 

RIBA/LSC 
Further 
Education 
Awards 2006

Of interest to college professionals and 
architects aspiring to provide first-class 
education in excellent surroundings

For information

In partnership with

Design Excellence in Further Education

RIBA/LSC Further Education Awards 2006 �

WINNER
North Manchester Sixth Form College  
and North City Public Library (MANCAT)

“A very attractive, stimulating environment – 
a very worthy winner.

Judges’ view ”

Integration with 
the local 
community ✓

Good quality  
accommodation

✓

RIBA/LSC Further Education Awards 2006 9

The MANCAT building project has delivered 
a significant example of sustainable design 
at national, regional and city level. The 
brainchild of Walker Simpson Architects, 
its iconic status and high visibility has 
raised the profile of education in one of the 
most disadvantaged areas of the country 
– and now twice as many 16–19-year-old 
students are enrolling on courses. What’s 
more, the £9 million building meets the 
needs of a local community that previously 
lacked access to public facilities and space. 
It’s an achievement made possible through 
effective consultation – and the result is an 
important community hub that’s attractive 
to students and reflects the spirit of  
the city. 

Visitors enter the building through an 
impressive glass façade and are welcomed 
up to the first floor library, which is shared 
between the sixth form college and the 
city. The library houses a whole range of 
IT and computers, which are linked to the 
city’s intranet. This means that members 
of the community, as well as students, can 
get information about the benefits system, 
social housing system, transport network 
or anything else that they want to know 
about, at the touch of a button. And the 
statistics speak for themselves – more than 
28,000 people visited the library during its 
first eight weeks of opening.

MANCAT also impressed the judges with 
its cutting-edge environmental design (see 
the Better building box). As well as providing 
an innovative, stimulating environment, the 
building raises awareness of the importance 
of sustainability in building design, and for 
this, the judges deemed it a very worthy 
winner.

Better building
MANCAT’s two four-storey blocks are 
constructed with exposed concrete 
frames – to retain heat – and other high- 
quality materials with low maintenance 
requirements. The college uses solar panels 
and photovoltaics to generate its own 
energy and, inside the building, a dramatic 
atrium maximises natural light and visibility 
across all four storeys. The development 
also features passive ventilation systems 
and a community garden, whose rainwater-
harvesting tank ensures that even flushing 
the toilets impacts minimally on the 
environment.

North Manchester Sixth Form College  
Left • Students study in natural light Above • The atrium Below from left • Modern science facilities; the college by day;  
rehearsing lines backstage Previous page • The college at night

“In terms of its environmental 
contribution and what it 
says to local residents about 
the importance of their 
community, the design of this 
building is spot on.

Mark Hackett, Executive Member, Culture 
and Leisure, Manchester City Council”

“When you combine great 
design with appropriate local 
services, then local people do 
use public buildings.

Nicky Parker, Acting Head of Libraries, 
Manchester City Council ”

A feel good 
factor

✓

State-of-the-
art resources ✓

Student 
progression

✓

RIBA/LSC Further Education Awards 2006 �3

NOMINEE
South East Essex College

SPECIAL MERIT
South Trafford College

The £2 million development of the Creative 
Arts Block at South Trafford College proves 
that excellent design doesn’t need to cost 
a fortune. Designed by John McAslan and 
Partners, the building forms phase one of 
the ongoing development project that will 
see South Trafford College update all of its 
outmoded accommodation sequentially.

A relatively small single-block development, 
South Trafford’s Creative Arts Block is 
exemplary in its effective use of space, and 
for this the judges deemed it worthy of 
special merit. Integrating flexible teaching 
areas and staff facilities with creative 
studios for ceramics, sculpture, photography 
and computer-aided design, the building 
provides the perfect environment for 
students to express themselves in. And 

with social space that doubles as a gallery 
– almost in the form of a ‘street’ – there’s 
ample room to exhibit the fruits of  
their labours. 

“The Creative Arts building 
provides an inspirational 
learning environment  
and will increase student 
recruitment and attainment  
in the future.

Bill Moorcroft, Principal,  
South Trafford College”

A truly iconic building, this £52 million 
development arose from South East Essex 
College’s determination to centralise 
and consolidate their previous facilities 
on a single site. Now, centrally located, 
easily accessible and spearheading the 
regeneration of Southend, the college has 
successfully realised its academic vision of  
a department store of accessible learning.   

Teaching practices at the college emphasise 
group activities in environments inspired 
by typical workplaces, so flexibility is vital. 
A large, bright atrium and dynamic, plant-
filled recreational space complement formal 
teaching bays, which are themselves open 
plan and capable of supporting numerous 
configurations through the use of internal 
partitions. The glazed partitions also allow 

light to penetrate the building, increasing 
visibility and therefore security. Add to 
the light, the flexibility, publicly accessible 
social spaces and the sense of pride the 
college instils in the local community, and 
the judges were left in no doubt as to the 
excellence of the building.   

“It is a landmark for both the 
regeneration of the town and 
the importance of lifelong 
learning in the region.

Jan Hodges, Principal and Chief Executive”

Better building
South East Essex College has been 
constructed to consume extremely low 
levels of energy, using concrete hollow-core 
floor slabs to form part of the ventilation 
and heating system. Accessibility is also 
a priority. Outside, the proximity to the 
railway station and nearby town centre bus 
station makes travelling by car unnecessary. 
Inside, the appointment of an independent 
auditor to review the facilities for disabled 
people has ensured that the college is fully 
compliant with the requirements of the 
Disability Discrimination Act.

Better building
A steel frame was chosen because of its 
recycling potential, while the use of natural 
ventilation and light minimises the need 
for artificial ventilation and light. Other 
materials – such as the hardwood cladding 
from a sustainable source and  
the CFC- and PVF-free rubber flooring 
– were chosen because of their durability  
or low maintenance requirements,  
resulting in a technologically 
unsophisticated, low-energy building.

Efficient use 
of resources

✓

Ease of 
access

✓

Attractive  
and safe

✓

Learner-
centred 
education ✓

“Excellent, excellent 
work, team. You are 
heroes of the first order. 
And this is the second 
bit of praise from LSC  
in as many days!!!!”
Robert Bell, Creative Director, COI Publications
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CAMPAIGN

LSC A promotional campaign to  
encourage young parents to continue 
with their education, by giving financial 
help and support. I was greatly involved 
with selecting the models and art  
directing the photo shoot as well  
as creating the design.

CARETOLEARNwww.direct.gov.uk/caretolearn

For more information on Care to Learn, ask your Connexions Personal Adviser for a Care to Learn 

brochure, call our helpline on 0845 600 2809, or visit our website at www.direct.gov.uk/caretolearn

ARE YOU A PARENT UNDER 20 WANTING 

TO LEARN? IF SO YOU CAN GET CHILDCARE 

SUPPORT FROM CARE TO LEARN.Please quote ref: LSC-P-NAT-070037

CHILDCARE SUPPORT FOR YOUNG LEARNERS

CHILDCARE
S U P P O R T
FOR YOUNG
LEARNERS 
For help with learning and training

CARETOLEARN

New weekly 
rates for 2007

If you are under 20 years old and want to
study, you can get childcare support from
Care to Learn of up to £160 a week, or up
to £175 a week in London.

www.direct.gov.uk/caretolearn
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HOW CAN 
CARE TO LEARN
HELP ME?

If you are a young parent
aged under 20 and you
start learning, we can help
with your childcare costs. 
IF YOU STARTED LEARNING AFTER YOU REACHED 20, YOU 
SHOULD CONTACT YOUR LOCAL COLLEGE OR LEARNDIRECT 
ON 0800 100 900.

WHY SHOULD I LEARN?

Doing a course or some training will help you to make a better future
for you and your child. It will help you to:

develop new skills and increase your confidence; 

improve your chances of getting a better job;

mix with other people and get out and about;

become more independent; and

perhaps get new qualifications.

Care2_Learn_Leaf_2007_ART_hires  24/10/07  22:22  Page 2

I was 15 years old when I became pregnant.
My school contacted the Teen Parent Childcare
Co-ordinator to find out what childcare
support would be available for my baby when 
I returned to school. That is when I found out
about Care to Learn.

When Dylan was born the co-ordinator visited
me, and we started to look for local
childminders. I went to visit a few childminders
with the co-ordinator. I live with my dad, and
he really wanted to get involved too, so he
came along as well.

The first childminder we visited we really liked
and that was the one we chose. She was ideal
for Dylan and lived nearby so I could get to
school and home again easily.

My dad was so surprised to find out about the
Care to Learn scheme and said it was fantastic
in helping teenage mums to go back to school.
He is very happy that I can finish my education
at school, knowing that his grandson is safe
and happy. 

Dylan and I continue to have support from the
childminder and the co-ordinator, which is 
very helpful.

I am a young mother with a five-
month-old son. I did well at school
and achieved nine GCSEs at grade C 
and above. My ambition is to have 
a career in travel, but I needed
childcare for my son so I could go
to college to study. After visiting
childminders and nurseries, I chose 
a nursery for my son. Care to Learn
pays for this. Because the pressure 
of being able to pay for childcare has
been taken away from me, I am able
to enjoy my course in business
studies and business travel.

I got good grades at school, and after having a baby girl at the end
of year 11, I wanted to return to the sixth form to take AS levels. 
I found childcare for my daughter near to my school, which Care 
to Learn pays for. This means that I can continue with my studies. 
I hope to go to a local university in September.

Susan, 17, Milton Keynes

Carol, 18, Milton Keynes

Becky, 16, Bradford

Care2_Learn_Leaf_2007_ART_hires  24/10/07  22:24  Page 14

Creative design, art direction and model selection.
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BRANDING

Independent 
Safeguarding 

Authority 

Brand Guidelines 

Independent Safeguarding Authority Brand Guidelines 9

1.6 What is the core message? The brand

The core message is not a strapline. It is an underlying 
concept for agencies developing communications material 
for all channels.

Our core message links the brand mission and values. It expresses our purpose.

To help prevent unsuitable people from working with child
ren and 
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Mission
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                              Independent
Expert

Values

Protecting
children and 

vulnerable adults
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The logo should be reproduced in full colour whenever 
possible and on a white background. If it is not possible 
to reproduce the logo in full colour (for example in 
press advertising or on faxes), other versions may be 
used instead.

You may use the greyscale version of the logo for black-
and-white advertising where half-tone reproduction is of 
high enough quality, for example good-quality magazines.

You may use the black version when it is not possible to 
print in colour or when the print reproduction quality is 
expected to be low.

You may use the reversed-out version of the logo when 
you are using a strong coloured background or a 
photograph acting as a background. 

See page 16 for advice on how to use the logo on diff erent 
types of background.

Our logo family Rules2.3

1. Full colour

2. Greyscale

3. Black

4. Reversed out
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Publication covers Application4.3

Document main title
Secondary title

This section illustrates how the branding can be applied to 
publication covers. Each sample uses the circle found in the 
logo to highlight important information.

The bronze and the burgundy from the corporate (primary) 
colour palette have been used. These colours should be 
used together and one colour can be used more than the 
other, depending on the message you are trying to convey. 

For example, if your communication focuses on the people 
the ISA is protecting, you must use the bronze more than 
the burgundy. On the other hand, if your communication 
focuses on the ISA’s role, you must use the burgundy 
more than the bronze. White is included to help your 
communications look clean and crisp, with a sense 
of modernity.

Document main title
Secondary title

Protecting  
children and  
vulnerable  

adults

An introduction to 
the Independent Safeguarding Authority
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Photography principles (continued) Tools3.6

VBS to ISA Brand creation. Before  
creating the brand we first had to  
develop the name, as the client 
did not like their current name of 
‘Vetting and Barring Scheme’. A 
naming workshop help to get to 
the core message of the brand as 
well as create a new name.

“A really good CFS from Simon...
Totally deserved I think! “ CFS 9,9,9
Suzannah Kinsella, Strategic Consultant COI. Simon Morrison,  
Head of Communications at the Home Office.

www.rpcreative.co.uk


richard parkin
www.rpcreative.co.uk

BRANDING

FERA Brand for a new Defra 
agency formed out of three 
existing bodies. The idea  
represents change and realisation 
of research. We delivered ahead 
of schedule, enabling the client 
to begin their programme of 
internal communication early.

About Fera | Our purpose | Services | Special interest | Innovation | News and resources | Conference centre | Careers | Contact us |

Search

Welcome to Fera
We are an organisation dedicated to applying science in 
protection of foodchain safety and environmental health. 
Through developing and applying knowledge we support 
our customers in assessing risks, delivering sustainable 
environmental solutions and responding to emergencies. 
Fera embodies science with purpose.

For Scientists
To engage with our science, or 
to find out more about what we 
do More....

Food Industries
Information and services for 
food chain participants 
More....

Government
Information and resources for 
our government customers 
More....

Land-based sector
Information and services for 
agriculture, horticulture and 
beekeeping 
More....

Proficiency testing
FAPAS and related laboratory 
quality management services 
More....

Fera Headliners
>> Fera - commercial space
>> News round up
>> Science audit
>> Conferences and events
>> Training
>> National Reference Laboratory

Animal welfare through analysis
Fera has developed a new ELISA 
anti-body assay to help ensure the 
comfort of domestic, wild and zoo 
animals is not compromised. 
more...

Tel: +44 (0)1904 462000   info@fera.gov.uk 
Page Last Modified: 06 November 2008 

Fera is an executive agency of Defra Legal Notices >> Terms & Conditions
Crown Copyright Fera 2008

Fera – www.fera.gov.uk

Ferahttp://www.fera.gov.uk

Science with purpose

The Food and Environment Research Agency

fera

Bird Monitoring Services
Evidence-based environmental impact assessments

Service Briefing

The Food and Environment
 Research Agency

fera

CSL is the only organisation offering 
mobile radar detection for windfarm 
developments. Our comprehensive 
monitoring service provides detailed 
information on bird or bat movements 
around any proposed development. Our 
research provides accurate, objective, 
and impartial information about bird 
movements that is invaluable for 
windfarms in contentious locations. 
Monitoring with radar helps to ensure 
that new windfarms are sensitively 
located or their impact mitigated so that 
they will have minimal impact on wildlife.

OffShOre reSearch
In the light of the planned expansion 
of offshore windfarms around the UK, 
the Crown Estate, through COWRIE 
(Collaboration for Offshore Wind 
Research into the Environment), has 
highlighted the need for research into 

envirOnMental iMpact 
aSSeSSMentS
Ornithological monitoring can play an 
important part in environmental impact 
assessment. Before any new windfarm 
can be developed, conservation and 
statutory bodies insist that any possible 
conflict with resident and migratory bird 
populations is evaluated.

Why monitor bird 
movements?
Tracking bird movements beyond  
the range of visual detection has
always presented problems for 
ornithologists. The use of radar 
offers exciting possibilities to 
significantly extend the scope  
of bird monitoring.

BIRd MOnItORIng SERvICES   1

Science with purpose
Our corporate vision 2008–09

Expertise  Innovation  Collaboration

The Food and Environment
 Research Agency

fera

“I’d like to send our thanks to 
you and all your colleagues for 
your hard effort translating our 
diverse minds into a coherent 
brand and a logo that is fresh, 
relevant and strong.“
Rod Anson, Commercial Development Manager, Fera

Concepts	–	Ideas

Mission

A sentence describing an 
organisation’s function.

What is your brand?

A new agency: creative discovery  |  76  |  A new agency: creative discovery

Our vision

Our function

Our strategyOur strategy

Our mission Our essence

Our values?

Passionate about 
safeguarding the food chain 

and natural environment

To provide 
robust evidence, 

rigorous analysis and 
professional advice to 

government, international 
organisations and the 

private sector.

TBC
 you’re still 

working on this

TBC
 you’re still 

working on this

Innovative
Responsible

Impartial
Collaborative

Flexible
Expert

Policy development 
and implementation

Regulation/Licence/Inspect
Knowledge transfer
Delivery/operation 

Consultancy
Evidence

Vision

An inspiring summary of what 
a brand or organisation aims 
to achieve.

Strategy

Deals with how to make 
management’s strategic vision 
for the organisation a reality.

Function

A related group of business 
processes that support 
some aspect of an 
organisation’s mission.

Essence

The single unchanging word or 
concept that summarises who 
you are and what you do.

Values and personality

Internally, brand values defi ne how 
an organisation works. Externally, 
they defi ne the way a brand 
behaves and feels to its customers 
through the brand’s personality.

But how does your brand express itself?

To answer this question, we needed a better understanding of your 
organisation. Therefore, we ran a workshop to explore what your brand 
means to you.

If you think of a brand like a person, then you need to know: 

Discovery	workshop
This is what we started with.....

But how does the brand 
express itself?

www.rpcreative.co.uk


richard parkin
www.rpcreative.co.uk

WEB

RAF recruitment Interactive  
website giving information  
on RAF careers and life on  
an air base. This site also  
included a training mission  
and mission folder.

The site received over 40,000 hits in the first year 
and increased intake of new recruits by 20%

www.rpcreative.co.uk


richard parkin
www.rpcreative.co.uk

BRANDING

HMIC police data A website that  
allows people to find crime rates in  
a particular area or constabulary.  
Not only does it show the figures but  
it also shows weather the figures are 
better worse or the same as last time.  
It also allowed for the comparison of  
different forces.

InspectionsAbout the force News and Publications Contact UsAbout Us My Police

Compare with 
another force

Select another force to compare 
their performance. 

GO

Borsetshire

Wessex

Related Sites

• Crime mapping

We are not responsible for the 
content of external site(s).

Related Pages

• About the data

My Police

How safe is my area?

National overview

Police report card

Police Performance in England and Wales – National Overview

Overview by Dennis O’Connor, Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Constabulary 
Ibus, consedion num fugit, soles rae. Harchit quas dolo eum facero beratur alit omniam 
nonseque expliasin everferem et verume abore modia ipsunt omnis sa volupta tustiis 
aliam, sed experum hil idunt odi blabo. Bis int. Ximaior asped et optus dolla nullor sequo 
optat dolorem ditasit magname et que ratur, qui nihiliquo magnatet occum ipsunt alibustia 
quiatus solor aligeni hiciam faceaquis velesciet vitatur, volectur aut voloreris invendi blam quat.

The performance of all 43 police forces in England and Wales is rated.
Click on a force below to find out how they are doing in more detail.

Select two forces to compare their performance. 
Compare                                                                to 

Local crime 
and policing

Protection from 
serious harm

Confidence 
and satisfaction
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Avon & Somerset Constabulary

Bedfordshire Police

Cambridgeshire Constabulary

Cheshire Constabulary

City of London Police

Cleveland Police

Cumbria Constabulary

Derbyshire Constabulary

Devon & Cornwall Constabulary

Dorset Police

Durham Constabulary

Dyfed Powys Police

Essex Police

Gloucestershire Constabulary

Greater Manchester Police

Gwent Police

Hampshire Constabulary

Hertfordshire Constabulary

Humberside Police

Kent Police

Lancashire Constabulary

Leicestershire Constabulary

Lincolnshire Police

Merseyside Police

Metropolitan Police Service

Norfolk Constabulary

North Wales Police

North Yorkshire Police

Northamptonshire Police

Northumbria Police

Nottinghamshire Police

South Wales Police

South Yorkshire Police

Staffordshire Police

Suffolk Constabulary

Surrey Police

Sussex Police

Thames Valley Police

Warwickshire Police

West Mercia Police

West Midlands Police

West Yorkshire Police

Wiltshire Police
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Police Performance in England and Wales – 
National Overview

Overview by Denis O’Connor HMCIC

The police in England and Wales are some of the best in the world – and they’re getting better.
Actual crime rates are at a 10-year low and more money than ever is being invested in keeping 
the streets safe.

But the police are facing an uphill battle.

Public confidence in crime figures continues to plummet while fear of being mugged, burgled 
or worse spirals.

This shows that there is room for improvement and some forces are not doing as good a job 
as others.

So just how well are our police really doing?

<more>

The performance of all 43 police forces in England and Wales is rated.
Click on a force below to find out how they are doing in more detail.

Find it

Find your local
Police Force

Enter your town or postcode: 

Already know your force?

FAIR

Compare with 
another force

Select another force to compare 
their performance. 

GO

Leicestershire

???

Violent crimes

Vehicle crime

Burglary Solved burglaries

Anti-social behaviourCriminal damage

Solved violent crimes

Robberies Solved robberies

Solved vehicle crimes

Peer Forces

Avon & Somerset Constabulary

Devon & Cornwall Constabulary

Essex Police

Kent Police
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Recorded incidents of anti-social 
behaviour for Borsetshire 
Constabulary
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Lancashire Constabulary

Leicestershire Constabulary

Northamptonshire Police

Nottinghamshire Police 

Borsetshire
Constabulary

Borsetshire Constabulary 

Local crime and policing 

Neighbourhood crimes, such as burglary, robbery and vehicle offences, are normally 
investigated by local officers. We show here the crime rates per thousand head of population 
and how effective police are at catching criminals. We also assess how well the force acts on 
the concerns of local people about crime and anti-social behaviour.  

FAIR

Complaints | Freedom of information | Terms and conditions | Cymraeg

Tackling anti-social behaviour
Anti-social behaviour (ASB) is any aggressive, intimidating or destructive activity that damages 
or destroys another person's quality of life. Tackling ASB is a key priority for the police service.

Public perception of anti-social behaviour levels is measured through the British Crime Survey 
(BCS); in addition, forces collect information on incidents. HMIC has been looking at how 
forces respond to reports of ASB, especially how they address repeat incidents and vulnerable 
complainants. 

•  The level of overall perceived ASB within the force area has increased by 1 percent.
•  The level of ASB recorded by the force for 2008/09 shows an increase of 2 percent 
   compared with 2007/08.
•  ASB incidents are prioritised. The mechanism used to prioritise ASB is via call 
   centre staff.
•  Vulnerable complainants and repeat incidents are prioritised. The mechanism to prioritise 
   such incidents is via identification by call centre staff.
•  Contacts with a small number of key individuals in the neighbourhood indicate that ASB 
   is a problem, and methods of reporting are well known. When ASB is reported to the police 
   it is dealt with effectively.

<close>

Has Neighbourhood Policing improved public confidence and victim satisfaction, 
reduced fear of crime and resolved local problems of low-level crime and anti-social 
behaviour?
•  A total of 423 officers and PCSOs (16% of officer strength) serve in 106 neighbourhood 
   policing teams (NPTs); every defined neighbourhood is served by an assigned NPT. 
•  Neighbourhood teams spend at least 95% of their time working visibly in their communities 
   and are rarely moved to other duties.
•  Opportunities for the public to meet their NPTs are publicised on the force website and in 
   local media. 

Neighbourhood Policing / Citizen focus report (Borsetshire)

<close>

Partnership working
An independent assessment by inspectorates found that, in Borset, the police and their 
partners aren’t achieving the results required and more needs to be done to tackle crime in 
general. 

Full details of judgements relating to the area covered by Borsetshire Constabulary can be 
found on the Oneplace website.

<close>

What does the force do well in neighbourhoods?
•  Borsetshire has piloted a ‘community resolution’ method of meeting victims’ needs 
   through a range of actions, not all of which lead to criminal prosecution. 
•  Surveys show that 90% of victims are satisfied with a ‘community resolution’.
•  This approach has freed up 18,500 hours of officer time which would have been spent 
   preparing court cases. 
•  Levels of violent crime, car crime and criminal damage reduced last year compared to 
   the previous year. 

<close>

Where does the force need to improve?
•  The force must continue to drive down violence, and catch more of those responsible.
•  Reductions in vehicle crime should also be sustained. 
•  The performance on burglary and robbery is below average, and getting worse; this should 
   be addressed. 
•  In general, the force needs to solve more burglaries, robberies, violent assaults and 
   vehicle crimes.

<close>

What action is the force taking to improve?
•  The force has set itself tough targets in 2009/10 to solve burglary and violent crimes, as 
    part of a review of its overall investigation of crime. 
•  There have been improvements in Borsetshire’s ability to identify victims who suffer repeated 
   criminal offences, or are particularly vulnerable.
•  The force has developed better methods of identifying ‘hot spots’ for crime and 
   anti-social behaviour.

<close>

Overall picture 
•  The crime picture in Borsetshire is mixed, with areas of concern currently  outnumbering 
   the positive aspects.
•  Burglary is above the peer average, and getting worse. Robbery is close to the average 
   but is also getting worse.
•  Violence and vehicle crime are also above average, though levels of these offences 
   are falling.
•  Borset is below average at catching burglars, robbers and people responsible for 
   violent attacks.
•  Borsetshire has improved its response to anti social behaviour. It is recognised nationally as 
   a leading force in neighbourhood policing and uses innovative technology to increase the 
   amount of time that neighbourhood policing teams spend visibly in their communities.

About the data About this page

Violent crimes

Vehicle crime

Criminal damage Anti-social behaviour

Solved burglariesBurglary

Solved violent crimes

Robberies Solved robberies

Solved vehicle crimes

Peer Forces

Avon & Somerset Constabulary

Devon & Cornwall Constabulary

Essex Police

Kent Police

Lancashire Constabulary

Leicestershire Constabulary

Northamptonshire Police

Nottinghamshire Police 

Borsetshire Constabulary’s 
performance on reducing burglaries 
compared with peer forces is poor.
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Neighbouring forces

1 Borsetshire Constabulary
2 Nottinghamshire Police
3 Lincolnshire Police
4 Northamptonshire Police
5 West Midlands Police

My Police

How safe is my area?

Police report card

National overview

  Local crime and policing

  Protection from serious harm

  Value for money

  Confidence and satisfaction

My Police Inspections News and Publications Contact UsAbout HMIC My Police InspectionsAbout the force News and Publications Contact UsAbout Us My Police

Find it

Find your local
Police Force

Enter your town or postcode: 

Already know your force?

InspectionsAbout the force News and Publications Contact UsAbout Us My Police

Find it

Find your local
Police Force

Enter your town or postcode: 

Already know your force?

My Police

How safe is my area?

National overview

Police report card

  How does my area compare?

Crime rates in Borsetshire Constabulary area
Per 1,000
residents
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April 2008 – March 2009 Oct 2008 – Sept 2009

How safe is my area?
The chart below gives an indication of the relative level of risk of being a victim of 
different crimes in Borsetshire, Borset
 
To see how Borsetshire Constabulary performs on tackling crime, see the 
Police Report Card.

How does my area compare?

Further information

The chart shows a selection of crimes against people and their property – it is not intended 
to show all crime types but those which are of concern to the public.

Murder: Violent assault includes murder. We do not show homicide separately as it 
happens so rarely, even in comparison with incidents of gun crime.

Anti-social behaviour: Data limitations currently mean that we are unable to show the risk 
associated with anti-social behaviour. We are able to give an indication on whether the 
recorded level of anti-social behaviour in your area has gone up or down.

The data used in the chart uses the number of crimes recorded by the police divided by 
the resident population of the area, giving an estimate of your level of risk as crime rate 
per 1,000 people. This enables you to compare the risk in different locations for different 
crime type.

The actual level of risk will be higher as not all crime is reported to the police. In city centres 
the actual level of risk for some crimes is lower due to their small resident population.

Gun crime

0.14

Knife crime

0.56
0.95

Violent assault

8.1

Burglary

5.7

Vehicle crime

10.5

Key:
National average crime rate 
in England and Wales

Crime level per 1,000
head of population

The number of anti-social behaviour incidents recorded by
Borsetshire Constabulary has fallen.
 

Serious sexual
offences

Related Sites

• Crime mapping

We are not responsible for the 
content of external site(s).

Related Pages

• About the data

Find it

Find your local
Police Force

Enter your town or postcode: 

Already know your force?

InspectionsAbout the force News and Publications Contact UsAbout Us My Police

My Police

My Police is a new way for you to find out how good a deal you’re getting from your local police force. 

For the first time, you can look at official crime and anti-social behaviour figures together with the independent 
and professional assessments carried out by Her Majesty’s Inspectors of Constabulary.

MyPolice.org.uk shows:       
•  how safe you are
•  how much is spent on your police
•  whether they perform well and if they are likely to improve.

We’ve also made it easy for you to compare this information with the situation in other areas, so you can decide 
if you’re getting a good service, and see how it fits into the national picture.  

Enter your postcode or town below to find your force.

Complaints | Freedom of information | Terms and conditions | Cymraeg | What’s new

Town or postcode

???

How safe is my area? Police report card

Already know your force?

Related Sites

• Crime mapping

We are not responsible for the 
content of external site(s).

Related Pages

• About the data

Find it

Find your local
Police Force

Enter your town or postcode: 

Already know your force?

InspectionsAbout the force News and Publications Contact UsAbout Us My Police

My Police

Go to MyPolice to find out how good a deal you're getting 
from your local police force. 

Type in your postcode or town, and you have instant 
access to facts and figures on:
•  the risk of crime and anti-social behaviour in your area
•  how well your police force is doing in tackling these risks
•  how much this costs you.

Read HMIC's independent judgement on how your local 
police is performing in comparison to other forces, and if 
they are improving - or could do better.

“The real praise should be heaped upon Rob Levison 
and Richard Parkin, they did a tremendous job with 
an extremely demanding client.” CFS 10,10,10
Stephen Petherick, Account Manager, COI

www.rpcreative.co.uk



